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Sky access membership

With our fleet of more than 70 Wi-Fi-equipped aircraft, we give you the luxury of flying on your own time and schedule. Travel without feeling like a traveler. Earlier this year was the launch of the Sky Access Program of Delta Private Jets. More recently, the program has been expanded with new booking software. Members in the program have access to free empty-leg flights,
allowing last-minute access to one-way travel, and can also book fixed-price private jet charters. The Northern Kentucky-based company says it will make luxury travel affordable. Membership fees Anyone who wants to join the Sky Access program will pay a first-year membership of $8,500. After that, the annual fee is $6,000 (although this may be subject to future changes).
Under the terms of the program, members will have unlimited access to empty-leg travel at no cost per leg. Empty legs Travel on flights with an empty leg can be booked from 24 hours before departure to just four hours before departure. Only an empty leg's value can exceed the cost of a full Sky Access membership, said Gary Hammes, president of Delta Private Jets. Booking is
easy and members can travel anywhere in the U.S. with the fleet of more than 70 wi-fi equipped twin-engine jets. In addition, passengers only use the entire aircraft on the empty legs; they do not share with other travelers. Delta Private Jets arranges catering, ground transportation and other required services at the time of booking, at a cost. Fixed price Charter Sky Access
members also have access to the private fleet at fixed hourly rates. These start at $5,995 per hour for a light jet and range up to $14,400 per hour for using a large jet, such as a Challenger 604 or Gulfstream V. These rates include fuel, taxes and international costs, although there is a 10% premium for each international flight. As an added benefit, Sky Access members are also
eligible for a 20% discount on Delta Airlines select, published commercial flights. In May 2018, Delta Private Jets announced the arrival of their AmpliFLY technology to make the booking process even easier. Members can now choose up to 10 airports as their favorite travel bases. When empty-legged flights are available to or from these destinations, they receive a mobile
notification, giving them instant access to great deals. They also receive notifications of alternative routes to existing bookings, in case a more convenient flight option arises. Gary Hammes, commented: These new improvements are a direct result of listening to feedback from our customers and giving them what they want and need in a timely manner, and our affiliation with Delta
Air Lines makes us uniquely qualified to offer these services to our customers. Delta Private Jets is a subsidiary of Delta Airlines. In addition to the Sky Access Program, the company offers private charter services, aircraft management and the Delta Private Jets Card. Card. Private Jets has teamed up with Saks Fifth Avenue in an Open to open the door to luxury promotion. The
offer is aimed at the retailer's customers. The offer is valid until December 31, 2019. It provides additional value for all Delta Private Jets products: jet cards, on-demand charter, and the Sky Access empty leg program. Read more Delta Private Jets has added three long-haul Gulfstream aircraft and a Dassault Falcon 900 to its fleet of managed private jets, the company said, citing
answers to customer demand for more options to experience the ultimate in-flight luxury and private jet access. Our customers have told us that they love our products and want a similar experience for longer-haul flights, said Rex Bevis, president and CFO, adding, These new aircraft will offer that choice, and position Delta Private Jets as a market leader in making long-haul
private jet travel readily available to customers. Read mor I'm surprised how many subscribers, pretty much everyone who currently fly privately are not familiar with Delta Private Jets, didn't know they were selling jet cards or had some other misconception. It may be that while it is an asset to act on such a powerful brand as Delta, it also makes it harder to make a name for
yourself and stand out from the mothership. Continue reading Jet Card Insider: Why Delta Private Jets is a program you should know Delta Private Jets (DPJ) announced today that it is improving its Sky Access membership program by making it easier for members to book empty leg flights and by offering a 20% discount on selected, published Delta Air Lines fares to get you
home from your empty leg destination. Continue reading Delta Private Jets is improving its Sky Access empty leg membership program Delta Private Jets has launched Sky Access, a new online membership program that gives members unlimited access to empty-legged flights, in addition to a fixed hourly fare for regular on-demand private jet travel. Members of Sky Access are
able to book empty legs allowing them to board the entire plane, not to share it with others. Membership is priced at $8,500 for the first year and renewal at $6,000. Continue reading Delta Private Jets launches new empty-legged boarding program, guaranteed hourly fares and availability The private airline recently launched a new Sky Access membership option that gives access
to the empty flights on their fleet and also offers fixed hourly fares on four private jet categories. The two main features of this new Sky Access product are: 1. Empty legsEmpty legs are flights without passengers being flown to a plane positioned for a trip at the right airport and the right time i.e. they have the plane in the right place ready for a full paying fare This repositioning
provides opportunities for last-minute trips at no cost to Sky Access members. There is no limit on the number of free free empty legs booked and Sky Access members book the whole plane, not not individual seats. 2. Fixed hourly private jet TravelSky Access members can book private jet tours with the comfort of knowing the fixed hourly rate. So like a jet card, the hourly rates
are fixed in advanced and are updated annually. Current fares including FET and all fuel costs are: Jet Category Hourly Rate Light $5,995 Midsize $7,950 Super-Midsize $10,995 Large $14,400 The service area for the program is the United States, Mexico, Canada and several Caribbean countries, although there is a 10% premium for international flights. Booking and paying for
these flights is all available online through Delta Private Jet's Sky Access client portal or through the Delta Private Jets app. Bookings must be made more than 24 hours before departure time for a domestic flight and more than 48 hours before departure time for an international flight. There are 20 blackout days a year when members can't book planes, so if you're traveling on
these peak days, like around Christmas, you'll need to find another option. The other benefit of Sky Access membership is a 20% discount on select, published Delta Air Lines membership fees The annual membership fee for Sky Access is $8,500 in the first year and $6,000 in subsequent renewal years. If the empty legs work for you, this can be a great deal, but be aware that
empty legs can change all the time, so you really need to be flexible in your travel plans. We are excited to offer this suite of services and options for our Sky Access members at a reasonable price, said Gary Hammes, President, Delta Private Jets. In fact, the value of just one empty leg can be greater than the cost of a full Sky Access membership, making luxury travel affordable
and a good investment for people who don't want to feel like travellers. The current Delta Private Jets fleet consists of more than 70 Wi-Fi equipped aircraft positioned in the United States. © 2012 - 2021 JetCards.org, many of the credit card offers that appear on the website are from credit card companies from which ThePointsGuy.com receive compensation. This compensation
may affect how and where products appear on this site (including, for example, the order in which they appear). This site does not include all credit card companies or all available credit card offers. Check out our advertising policy page for more information. Editorial note: Opinions expressed here are the author only, not those of a bank, credit card issuer, airlines or hotel chain,
and are not reviewed, approved or otherwise endorsed by any of these entities. January 17, 2018 10:00 Am Eastern Standard Time ERLANGER, Ky.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Delta Private Jets today announced its new Sky Access online launches that gives members unlimited access to empty-leg flights in addition to fixed hourly private jet travel. Members are able to book the entire
plane without sharing it with others. Met Met memberships at $8,500 and renewal at $6,000, the Sky Access program makes luxury travel affordable. Sky Access members will enjoy: No limit on amount of empty legs booked No cost per leg for empty legs Fixed hourly private jet travel Guaranteed availability for domestic flights with 24 hours notice on non-peak days Easy online
booking via the Delta Private Jets mobile app or Client Portal Access to a fleet of more than 70 Wi-Fi equipped aircraft in the United States All flights operated using twin engine jets We are delighted to offer this suite of services and options for our Sky Access members at a reasonable price, said Gary Hammes, President, Delta Private Jets. In fact, the value of just one empty leg
can be greater than the cost of a full Sky Access membership, making luxury travel affordable and a good investment for people who don't want to feel like travellers. Empty legs are flights scheduled without passengers to ensure a plane is positioned for a trip at the right airport and the right time. This repositioning provides opportunities for last-minute trips at no cost to Sky
Access members. About Delta Private Jets Delta Private Jets, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Delta Air Lines (NYSE: DAL), provides charter services for aircraft, aircraft management and the distinctive Delta Private Jets Card. The company operates an FBO (Fixed Base Operation), the Delta Jet Center, at the Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky International Airport (CVG), as well as
the Tech Service Center, an extensive Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul facility (MRO). Delta Private Jets combines more than 30 years of experience in the needs of luxury travelers for business and fun with the resources of one of the world's largest airlines to provide a truly innovative travel solution. With over 70 Wi-Fi equipped aircraft in the fleet (light, mid-size, super-
midsize and large), Delta Private Jets consistently receives awards for excellent customer service and has continually kept the coveted ARGUS Platinum safety rating longer than any other operator in the world. Flights are operated by Delta Private Jets, Inc., an FAA-certified Part 135 airline, or by any other FAA-certified Part 135 or Part 121 airline. Additional information is
available on deltaprivatejets.com. Requires implementation and funding of the Sky Access membership agreement. Empty leg flights are offered by MLT Vacations, LLC dba Delta Private Jets Shuttle. The quantity and availability of empty-leg flights are not guaranteed; members are responsible for the return transport. Transport.
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